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一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

(4)01.The brain is an important ________ in our body. If the brain is damaged, we may have problems with our memory 

and our ability to speak a language.  

(1)arrow (2)essay (3)item (4)organ 

(1)02.Monkeys and ________ have very similar body structure to humans. Unlike humans, though, they have tails.  

(1)apes (2)eels (3)icefish (4)oxen 

(1)03.James Joyce, a ________ Irish novelist, is one of the most important literary figures of the twentieth century. His 

work, Ulysses, creates a unique use of invented words.  

(1)renowned (2)refrained (3)submitted (4)subscribed 

(4)04.The Taiwanese parliament passed a law to ________ shop owners from selling alcohol to teenagers under the age 

of eighteen.  

(1)cherish (2)disturb (3)neglect (4)restrict 

(2)05.There is a ________ of peanut butter and a loaf of bread in the cabinet. If you are hungry, you can make yourself 

a peanut butter sandwich.  

(1)dose (2)jar (3)protein (4)syrup 

(2)06.The paper boat ________ across the pond when there is a gentle breeze blowing. When the air is still, the boat 

stops moving.  

(1)curses (2)floats (3)grins (4)spares 

(3)07.The boy' s face turned deathly ________ after having an adventure in the famous haunted house. Few people dare 

to go near that spooky house.  

(1)bare (2)merry (3)pale (4)raw 

(3)08.In order to ________ the good quality of the cake, the bakery still uses the best flour in the country even though it 

is getting more and more expensive.  

(1)confine (2)digest (3)maintain (4)survive 

(1)09.Before the party, we spent several hours ________ the room with ribbons and balloons.  

(1)decorating (2)monitoring (3)predicting (4)strengthening 

(2)10.People waiting for the year' s first sunrise are very excited when the beam of sunlight ________ from behind the 

cloud.  
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(1)abides (2)emerges (3)ignites (4)obstructs 

(2)11.An escaped poisonous snake ________ itself around a young boy, strangling him and biting him repeatedly. The 

kid was rushed to the hospital immediately.  

(1)bribed (2)coiled (3)glared (4)nagged 

(4)12.People expressed their deepest ________ for those who lost their family in an earthquake in Ecuador. Donations 

for them poured in within days.  

(1)discipline (2)persuasion (3)recurrence (4)sympathy 

(3)13.China will ________ a rocket that carries an experimental satellite to further explore the outer space.  

(1)clasp (2)flunk (3)launch (4)mow 

(3)14.The theories introduced in the philosophy class are deemed ________ and intangible by most of the students. Thus, 

they spend extra hours studying in the library.  

(1)abbreviated (2)efficacious (3)impalpable (4)omnipotent 

(1)15.After the police had the initial negotiation with the hijackers, some hostages were released from ________ but the 

rest were not released until the ransom was paid.  

(1)captivity (2)hypocrisy (3)skepticism (4)tranquilizer 

(1)16.About 4 billion people lack access to the Internet and are ________ from the digital economy.  

(1)excluded (2)sponsored (3)advanced (4)recovered 

(3)17.Business strategy is concerned with the development and implementation of methods by which firms can achieve 

________ performance in the long run.  

(1)exterior (2)deteriorated (3)superior (4)inferior 

(1)18.Oil spill will irreparably harm the ocean and cause ________ damage to the ecosystem.  

(1)catastrophic (2)harmonic (3)inspiring (4)deflated 

(1)19. A brand is something associated with a product or service that consumers ______ to have distinctive benefits be-

yond price and functional performance  

(1)perceive (2)enforce (3)forecast (4)dismiss 

(2)20.Chronic inflation and high unemployment may lead to social ________. .  

 

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

(4)21.________ you insist, I will take this proposal into consideration. However, you still need to make some revisions 

until it is satisfying.  

(1)But (2)Even (3)How (4)Since 

(1)22.With power failures ________ at an increasing rate, it is time the government started looking for a more eco-

friendly way of living.  

(1)happening (2)to happen (3)happened (4)happen 

(3)23.You shouldn' t have teased your colleague and bitterly criticized his decision in public. It is very rude ________ 

so.  

(1)for what you say (2)for you to saying (3)of you to say (4)of you to saying 

(1)contagion (2)upheaval (3)zeal (4)transparency 
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(1)24.The deadline of this project is next Monday, and we will have a trip to Kaohsiung this weekend. Therefore, you 

________ your job done by Friday.  

(1)had better get (2)had better got (3)had to get better (4)hadbetter to get 

(2)25.It is said that the nursery rhyme “London Bridge is falling down” refers to the first London Bridge, which 

________ of wood by the Romans around 50 A.D.  

(1)built (2)was built (3)has been built (4)will be built 

(2)26.The museum does not allow people ________ pictures inside. Those who violate this rule will be fined two thou-

sand dollars.  

(1)take (2)to take (3)had taken (4)have been taken 

(4)27.You must be superior to me in this field, because you ________ here for over ten years and have great reputation 

among our clients.  

(1)were working (2)had worked (3)had been working (4)have been working 

(1)28.Cathy has an extreme fascination with the history of ancient Greece. Consequently, she is better than ________ of 

her classmates in this subject.  

(1)any (2)every (3)one (4)other 

(4)29.Although the museum hired guards to prevent the famous paintings ________ stolen, the thief still succeeded in 

his attempt.  

(1)to be (2)of being (3)not to be (4)from being 

(2)30.________ four gold and two silver medals at the 2012 Summer Olympics in London, Michael Phelps was con-

gratulated by President Obama.  

(1)To win  (2)Having won 

(3)To have won  (4)Having been winning 

(3)31.Harry cannot show up at the concert tonight. If he ________ his assignment earlier, he would have time to go with 

us now.  

(1)does (2)has done (3)had done (4)would do 

(4)32.Jack will not attend the rehearsal this afternoon, ________. That' s because they are struggling to meet the dead-

lines of their final papers.  

(1)and his roommate will, either (2)and his roommate won' t, too 

(3)neither his roommatewill (4)nor will his roommate 

(3)33.Please make sure that all the participants of this internship are ________. They need to have a clear understanding 

of their obligations to fulfill.  

(1)well-inform (2)well-informing 

(3)well-informed (4)well-information 

(2)34.________ the mother' s insisting on getting custody of the child with autism, his talent in mathematics could never 

have been developed.  

(1)But that (2)Had it not been for 

(3)Were it not for (4)If it had not been that 

(1)35.Dubious in its day, Darwin' s On the Origin of Species now plays nearly the same role in Biology ________ in 

Judaism and Christianity.  
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(1)as the Bible does (2)as the Bible is 

(3)which the Bible does (4)which the Bible is 

(2)36.It is imperative that he ________ the risks of the actions he is going to take.  

(1)knew (2)know (3)knows (4)knowing 

(1)37.________ with the local people in Mexico, you must learn Spanish.  

(1)To communicate (2)Communicate 

(3)Have communicated (4)Communicated 

(4)38.The actress wanted to find a way to make herself ________ like an outsider in Hollywood.  

(1)to feel  (2)feeling  (3)felt  (4)feel 

(2)39.________ cell phones allow kids to socialize at every hour, they are living under the constant influence of their 

friends.  

(1)On behalf of (2)Now that (3)Because of (4)As a matter of fact 

(3)40.A recent report shows that in many cases cancer grows so slowly ________ the patient would have died with it, 

not of it.  

(1)as to (2)to (3)that (4)then 

 

三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

Coffee includes numerous species but only two of them are of real economic importance: Arabica and Robusta. Ara-

bica represents the 60-70% of world' s production    41    Robusta represents the 30-40% of world' s production. Arabi-

cas tend to be considered higher in quality    42    Robustas because of their flavor differences. Those differences are in 

constituents,    43    the amount of sugars and acids, the lipid concentration, and the level of sucrose. It is because of 

those    44    in varieties, growing conditions of altitude, rainfall, and sunlight, processing variables as fermentation, dry-

ing, and roasting, packaging and storing, and brewing conditions that make it important to have a lexicon to help    45   

the variations in sensory profiles in coffees around the world. This vocabulary must be ableto offer a wide range of 

terms for a beverage that has a wide range of variable components. 

(4)41.(1)that (2)those (3)which (4)while 

(3)42.(1)by (2)for (3)than (4)with 

(1)43.(1)including (2)to include (3)included (4)include 

(2)44.(1)coffees (2)differences (3)productions (4)representatives 

(2)45.(1)receive (2)identify (3)occupy (4)remove 

第二篇： 

Anything that damages the liver over many years can lead the liver to form scar tissue. Fibrosis is the first stage of 

liver scarring.46scar tissue builds up and takes over most of the liver, this is a more serious problem called cirrhosis. 

Scar tissue cannot perform any of the jobs of normal liver cells, and this causes a person with cirrhosis to slowly be-

come ill. Not everyone with hepatitis or a chronic liver problem will47cirrhosis. Cirrhosis does not happen overnight. In 

theearly years of having cirrhosis, many people will have no obvious signs or be ill and many may not even be aware 

they have cirrhosis at all. Cirrhosis can48by anything that damages the liver after years of irritation, not just alcohol.49, 

heavy alcohol use and having the hepatitis C virus for a long time, such as 20 to 30 years, increases the risk. Over time, 

cirrhosis can lead a person to become ill.50can include fatigue, difficulty thinking clearly, fluid in the abdomen, bleed-

ing in the intestines, and poor blood clotting. Anyone who has cirrhosis, with or without any sign of disease, needs very  
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close medical attention. 

(2)46.(1)Since (2)When (3)Until (4)Before 

(4)47.(1)continue (2)prevent (3)accept (4)develop 

(1)48.(1)be caused (2)be causing (3)cause.have  (4)caused 

(3)49.(1)Eventually (2)Furthermore (3)However (4)Therefore 

(1)50.(1)Symptoms (2)Subjects (3)Factors (4)Prescriptions 

 

四、閱讀測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

OnApril 24, 1792,Claude-Joseph Rouget de Lisle was a captain of engineersstationed inStrasbourg, France, near the 

Rhine River. The mayor of the town called for an anthem just days after the French declared war on Austria. The story 

says that the amateur musician penned the song in a single night, giving it the title of “Battle Hymn of the Army of the 

Rhine”.Rouget de Lisle' s new song was an instant hit with the French troops as they marched. It soon took on the 

nameLa Marseillaisebecause it was particularly popular with volunteer units from Marseille. On July 14, 1795, the 

French declaredLa Marseillaisethe national song. 

As shown in the lyrics,La Marseillaisehas a very revolutionary tone. It is said that Rouget de Lisle himself sup-

ported the monarchy, but the spirit of the song was quickly picked up by revolutionaries. The controversy did not stopin 

the eighteenth century, but has lasted over the years and the lyrics remain the subject of debate today. For example, Na-

poleon bannedLa Marseillaiseunder the Empire from 1804 to 1815. It was also banned in 1815 by King Louis XVIII. 

Later, La Marseillaisewas reinstated in 1830. Again, the song was banned during the rule of Napoleon III, from 1852to 

1870. Then, La Marseillaisewas once again reinstated in 1879. In 1887 an official version was adopted by France' s 

Ministry of War. After the liberation of France during World War II, the Ministry of Education encouraged school chil-

dren to singLa Marseillaiseto celebrate liberation and martyrs. La Marseillaisewas declared the official national anthem 

in Article 2 of the 1946 and 1958 constitutions. 

La Marseillaiseis widely popular and it is not uncommon for the song to make an appearance in popular songs and 

movies. Most famously, it was used in part by Tchaikovsky in his 1812 Overture debuted in 1882. The song also formed 

an emotional and unforgettable scene in the 1942 classic film, Casablanca. 

(1)51.What is the passage meaning about?  

(1)The history of La Marseillaise. (2)The banning of La Marseillaise. 

(3)The variation of La Marseillaise. (4)The discovery of La Marseillaise. 

(2)52.Which of the following does Marseille most likely refer to?  

(1)A style of French music (2)A city or place in France. 

(3)A period in French history (4)A historical event in France. 

(4)53.Why is Napoleon mentioned in the second paragraph?  

(1)To restate the invention of La Marseillaise. 

(2)To emphasize the importance of La Marseillaise. 

(3)To present a reason that La Marseillaise was praised. 

(4)To enumerate a period that La Marseillaise was banned. 

(2)54.Which of the following does the controversy in the second paragraph refer to?  

(1)The composer and the mayor disagreed with the war declared with the Austrians. 

(2)The composer' s opinions of the revolutions contradicted to the spirit of the song. 
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(3)Rouget de Lisle was an engineer but was forced to write a song for the French army. 

(4)Rouget de Lisle wrote the national song but fought forthe French revolution army. 

(3)55.Which of the following statements is true?  

(1)The song composer was said to support revolutions in the 18th century. 

(2)Many artistic genres were not allowed to revise the French song in any form. 

(3)The French national anthem was first welcomed as a marching song among soldiers. 

(4)The French song became the national anthem after it was reinstated by the Ministry of War. 

第二篇： 

Even though Japan and France are the two countries that enjoy highspeed today, their highspeed rail systems are 

technically different.  

The French TGV and Japanese Shinkansen were designed for different geographic and traffic demands. A close loo-

kat the map of both these systems will tell you that Shinkansen, as the name itself suggests, was envisioned like a huge 

backbone from which smaller branches branch out to connect the entire country. It passes through a series of urban ag-

glomerations henceencountering frequent stops throughout the line. The hilly terrain of Japan means it will have more 

curves and tunnels comparatively which affect the train design as have been seen. The geography of Japan also supports 

a track route of such a nature. The French TGV lines, on the other hand, is designed in a way that the corners of the 

country are well connected with its capital city, Paris. And as TGV map suggests, the lines are not so densely populated 

as in Japan. 

Shinkansen trains are designed to run full of people. It is not that the TGV cannot run in full capacity. But the num-

ber of seats required in Shinkansen is significantly much larger than that seen in TGV' s. The first seven of the highest 

number of people that can be accommodated per meter all belong to Shinkansen, with a capacity per unit length between 

3 and 4 people every meter of train length. The best train in the series from the TGV series comes at 8th with over 2.5 

people per meter of the train. This means there is more space and comfort for travelers in TGV as compared to the 

Shinkansen trains. This leads to a possibility of capacity of about 1,200 people per trainset in case of Shinkansen trains 

while TGV trainset supports over 500 people per trainset. 

(3)56.What is the passage meaning about?  

(1)A comparative study on modern highspeed rail systems. 

(2)Traffic demands in Japan and France. 

(3)A comparison between the French TGV and the Japanese Shinkansen. 

(4)The performancesof two highspeed rail systems. 

(2)57.Which of the following is closest to agglomerations in the second paragraph in meaning?  

(1)Sparsely populatedareas (2)Clustersof people. 

(3)A collection of train stops.. (4)A great number of vehicles. 

(1)58.According to the passage, which of the following shapes best delineates the lines of the French system?  

(1)Radial (2)Square (3)Circular (4)Rectangular 

(2)59.Which of the following is true?  

(1)The Japanese Shinkansen is not comfortable because the lines pass many hills and tunnels. 

(2)The Shinkansen is named to denote that it forms the backbone of the country' s transportation. 

(3)The French TGV comes at 8th in capacity because the system is not well financially supported. 

(4)The French TGV, though built on plains, adopts similar construction techniques to the Shinkansen. 

(4)60.Which of the following statements best concludes the passage?  
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(1)Highspeed rail systems todayhave made great improvements. 

(2)The French TGV and the Japanese Shinkansen are both good highspeed rail systems. 

(3)In terms of performance, the two best highspeed rail systems still have room for improvement. 

(4)The French TGV and the Shinkansen are different because of geography and capacity demands. 


